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A novel  approach to the  control of induction  motors  is  presented, 
based on differential-geonletri: concepts  for the control of nonlinear 
systems.  Structural  properties of the  model  are  pointed  out  and  a 
proper  selection of system  outputs  is  indicated which  yields,  via 
static  state-feedback,  exact  state  linenrizntion  and  input-output 
decoupling  of the closed-loop  system.  The  proposed  approach  has 
been  used to design  a con:rol:er for  motor  torque  and  flux. 
Simulation tests are Included. 

1. Introduction 

The control of drives using an induction  motor  as  actuator  is  a  long 
standing  and  thoroughly  investigated  problem  I1.2?3].  The  nonlinear 
dynamic  behaviour of the machine, Lvhich is  a nxijor aspect,  and the 
demand  for  a high performanceicost  ratio reqtlire the application of 
advanced  control  techniques. 
The  dynamic  model of the induction motor is typically a bilinear one 
[3].  The natural variable  to be controlled is the output torque which is 
a  nonlinear  function of the motor stare variables. 
Moreover,  the  control  system hi15 to be  designed in order to keep 
limited,  even  during fast transients, both the machine  flux  and the 
current  sinked  from the inverter. In fact, when  the modulus of the 
machine  flux  exceeds  some  threshold  value.  nhich  depends  on  the 
machine  characteristics,  the  motor  operates i n  a n  improper  way: 
besides,  the  usual  mathematicd model of the machine  does not hold 
anymore. On the  other  hand, an inverter  cannot  source  a  current 
value  which  is  higher than  its rated one, even for short time  intervals; 
therefore,  limiting  current  transients i n  the motor  has  also  a  direct 
influence on the size of the inverter. 
Among  the  many  solutions  proposed  for this problem,  most of them 
are  based on schemes which control separately the motor flux and the 
produced  torque. In some  of  them, known as  "field  oriented"  or 
"vector"  control [1,4], it is  possible to obtain,  under  certain 
hypotheses,  an  approximately  linear and decoupled  relation  between 
input  and  output  variables: to this aim a proper selection of the  state 
variables  is  used. 
Other  approaches  have  been  described which  take explicitly  into 
account the nonlinear nature of the model, based on the application of 
optimal [5,6] or  adaptive [7,8] control  methodologies. 
Recently,  the  nonlinear  control  theory  based on the differential- 
geometric  approach  has  achieved  valuable  results  in the area of 
feedback  linearization  and  decoupling of the  class of smooth 
nonlinear  systems which  are linear i n  the  inputs [9,10,ll].   The 
resulting  control  techniques  are  quite  mature and have  already  found 
useful  application  in  different areiis like  robotics [12] and  flight 
control [13]. Interesting  results  have  appeared  also in  the field  of 
motor  control [ 141. 
In this  paper,  the  use of differential-geometric  concepts and control 
techniques  for  nonlinear  systems  is  proven to be effective  for the 
control of induction  machines.  Embedding the problem in a  general 
framework,  allows  a  systematic  investlgation of the  structural 
properties of the  system  model that leads to an interesting solution. 
The  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  The  nonlinear dynamic model of 
the  motor  is  described  in  Section 2. To  make the presentation  self- 
contained, the main  results that will  be  used on feedback linearization 
and  input-output  decoupling are briefly recalled in Section 3, together 
with  the  mathematical  tools  needed.  Section 4 investigates  the 
properties of the  dynamic model of the  induction  machine  which  are 
relevant  from a control  point  of  view.  The  synthesis  of  an  exact 
linearizing  and  decoupling  state-feedback  controller  is  described  in 

detail. Some simulation tests are reported and discussed in Section 5 .  

2. Dynamic model of the  induction  machine 

The  dynamic  behaviour of a  voltage fed induction  motor  can  be 
described by  a set of four  nonlinear  differential  equations, 
considering  for  it  the  well  known  two-phase  equivalent  machine 
representation [3].  As usual, some  simplifying  hypotheses  are  made, 
i.e. iron losses  and  magnetic  circuits'  saturation are neglected  and a n  
isotropic  structure  is  assumed. 
Different  choices of two-dimensional  vector  variables  may  be  used, 
describing  the  motor  dynamics in terms of rotor and/or  stator  fluxes 
and/or currents. The projections of these vectors on ;i reference frame 
which is  fixed  to  or  rotates with respect to the st;itor windings  can be 
assumed as state variables. 
A convenient  choice  for the state  consists i n  using the projections of 
the  stator  current  and  stator  flux  vectors on a  (d.q)-axes  reference 
frame  having  its  d-axis  always  aligned with the desired  direction of 
the  stator  flux  vector  and,  therefore,  rotating at the same  angular 
speed.  The ids and iqs components of the  stator  current  can  be 
obtained on the basis of direct  measurement,  while the Tds and (pqs 
flux  components  can  be  reconstructed by nleans of a n  asymptotic 
observer of reduced  order, as shown in [15,16]. 
The  projections vds and Vqs of the supply  voltage  and the slip 
frequency cos, i.e. the difference  between the desired  angular  speed 
of the  flux  and  the  mechanical  speed W, are  assumed  as  input 
variables.  The  speed w can  be  considered as  a  slowly  varying 
parameter,  being  the  mechanical  dynamics much slower  than  the 
electromagnetic  one. 
Therefore,  setting 

x = [ids! iqs, (pds, (pqsIT u = [Vds, vqs, 

the  dynamic  equations  describing the motor  behaviour  are  bilinear 
and  can be written as: 

x = f(x) + g(x)u 
where 

f(x) = AX = 
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a n d a  = R,/ (oL, ) ,  p = R,/(oL,),  (J = 1- (M*/(LsLr)).   The 
parameters R, and R, are  the  stator and rotor  resistances, L, and L, 
are  the  stator  and  rotor  self-inductances and M is  the mutual 
inductance. 
Quantities  related to  the  rotor  circuits can be expressed as linear 
combinations of the chosen  state variables; i n  particular,  the  rotor 
flux  components  are  given by: 

q d r = ( ' P d s - ( J L s i d s ) L r / M '  ' P q , = ( ' P q , - ( J L ~ i q ~ ) L r ' M '  

The  definition  of the  system  outputs  is  connected with the control 
objectives.  Usually  in  drives,  the most important  mechanical  variable 
is the  torque T, produced by the machine.  Considering a motor with 
one  pole  pair,  the  torque  is  expressed  as: 

T, = 'Pds iqs qqs  ids ' 

To  ensure correct  motor  operation,  another  controlled  variable  should 
be  related to the  motor  flux and may be defined  indifferently  in  terms 
of  either  stator or rotor  fluxes; i n  fact,  due to  the  tight coupling 
between  the  two  windings, only a  small  difference  arises between 
these  vectors  during  normal  operation. 
Moreover,  it  is  advisable  to  control  also the q-component of the  stator 
flux in  order  to  guarantee the proper orientation of the reference 
frame with  respect  to  which  all  nlotor  variables are expressed. This 
generally  allows  some simplification in  the implementation  of the 
controller. 

3. Nonlinear control techniques 

Consider  a multi-input  multi-output  nonlinear control  system of the 
form: 

m 

x = f (x) + g (x) u = f (x) +x g, (x) ui (3.1 1 
i= 1 

where  the  state X E Rn, the  drift  term f(x) and  each  column  gi (X) of 
the  input  matrix  g(x)  are  smooth  vector  fields, while  each of the 
scalar  outputs hj (X) is  a  smooth  function.  The  system  output 
definition  is  not unique; in any case, the  attention  is restricted to 
square  systems  i.e. with the  same  number of inputs  and  outputs. 
In  the  last few years  several  control  problems  for  nonlinear  systems 
of  the class (3.1-3.2)  have  been  studied. The relevant feature of this 
class  is that  the control  input appears  linearly i n  the  state  equation; 
moreover,  there  is  no instantaneous input-output relation. The main 
thrust  has  been  in  the  direction of finding, if possible, 
transformations  which  map the nonlinear  control  problem  into  a 
linear  one. 
Consider  the  use of a static  nonlinear  state-feedback  law of the form 
u = a(x) + p(x) v (3.3) 

with P(x) nonsingular;  the  presence of P(x) corresponds  to a (state- 
dependent)  change  of  coordinates in the  input  space.  The 
composition of  (3.1-3.2)  and  (3.3) results in  a  closed-loop system 
which is still  linear in the new  input  v: 

x = <(x) + i ( X )  v = [ f(x) + g(x)a(x) 1 + [ g(x)P(x) I v 9 (3.4) 
-, 

y = h(x) = h(x).  (3.5) 
For  systems  without  outputs, the feedback lincarization problem 
consists of finding a feedback  pair (a(x)$(x)) such that there  exists a 
state-space  change of coordinates (a diffeomorphism) 

T 

z=Y(x)   = [Y , (x )  ... Y,(X)] (3.6) 
which transforms  the state  equation (3.4) of the closed-loop  system 
into the  Brunovski  canonical  form: 

i = A z + B v ,  (3.7) 

A = block  diag [ A, , ... , A, 1, B = block  diag [ 6, , .. . , B,,, 1, 

System (3.7) is  a linear  controllable one which is  feedback  equivalent 
to  (3.1). The  orders ~i of the  blocks  are  the  so-called controllability 
indices and stand  for the  lengths  of  the  input-state  integrator chains 
which  are  intrinsic to the  system. 
When  the  output  equation  (3.2)  is  explicitly  considered, an appealing 
approach  for  reducing the complexity of the  control  problem  is  to 
achieve inpur-output decouplirzg i.e.  finding  a  feedback  pair 
(a(x),P(x)) such  that  in  the closed-loop system (3.4-3.5) the  i-th 
output yi depends  only on vi , the i-th component of the  new  input V. 

The  two goals of exact  linearization  and  input-output  decoupling  may 
indeed  be  pursued  jointly. A full linearization problem  can be stated 
where  one  looks  for  a  feedback  pair (a(x),p(x)) and a  coordinate 
transformation z=Y(x) such  that  the closed-loop system (3.4-3.5) in 
the z coordinates  is  expressed by (3.7) and 
y = c z ,  (3.8) 

C = block  diag [ C, , . .. , C,], 

C,=[ l  O . . . O O ] ( I X K i ) ,  i = 1, . . .  , m. 

The linear  system  (3.7-3.8)  is a controllable and observable one. 
A complete introduction to the  differential-geometric  tools  needed  to 
state  the  main  results  for  the  previous  problems  can be found  in [17]. 
Related to the  state  equations (3.1) a  sequence of distributions Mk 
may  be  defined in the  following way: 

Mk(X)  = s p { q - 1  (x), [ f ~ ~ - 1 ] ( x ) } ~   k = 1 , 2 , . . .  

where  [f,M] denotes the  Lie  bracket  between  f and each of the  vector 
fields  representing the distribution M. A necessary  and sufficient 
condition for the  solvability of the  feedback  linearization  problem  in a 
neighborhood U C R n  of a point x0 is  that  for all X E U [9,11]: 
(L1) M k (X) is  an involutive distribution of constant  rank,  for  k = 
0, ..., n-m; 
(E) rank M".,,, (x) = n. 
Note that  this  condition  is  stated  locally;  however,  the  property  may 
hold  everywhere in R . 
When the output  equation (3.2)  is considered, to  each output yi is 
associated  its  characteristic number pi defined  as  the  largest integer 
such that for all k < pi 

where &hi  is the Lie derivative of the  function hi w.r.t. a vector  field 
7.  The  decoupling  matrix A(x)  associated to the mple  (f,g , h )  is 
def ied  as the  mxm  matrix with entries 

Pi 
a.. (x) = L L hi (x). 'I gj f 

A necessary and sufficient  condition for the  solvability of the  input- 
output decoupling  problem in a neighborhood U C iR of a point X0 

is  that for all X E U [lo]: 
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( D l  ) A(x) is nonsingular. 
Again,  this property  may  hold  globally.  When  this  result applies,  a 
possible  decoupling  control  is  given by (3.3) uith 

(3.1 0) a (x) = -A* '  (x)  b (x) p (x) = A (x ) ,  

where b(x)  is an m-vector with entries 

-1 

There  is a nice  feature  of this decot~pling law related to the linearity of 
the resulting  closed-loop  system. In  fact, using  the independent 
functions 

L y  h i  (x) , k =  1, . . .  , p i + l ,  i = 1, . . .  , m, 

as  part of a  new  set of coordinates z, then the  input-output  behaviour 
of the  closed-loop  system  (3.1-3.2-3.10) is  described by m 
independent  chains of integrators. Apart  from  this  linear  and 
decoupled  part,  the  system  may  contain a s i n k ,  t ha t  is  an 
unobservable  and  possibly  nonlinear  part.  A  condition  which 
excludes  automatically  this  situation  is  expressed algebraicdly as: 

(D2) 2 (pi + 1) = n. 
i=l 

The conditions (D l )  and (D2)  are  only  sufficient  for full  linearization, 
but  very useful in practice.  However, also necessary and sufficient 
conditions exist for simultaneous  state  linearization and input-output 
decoupling  [12]. 

4. Nonlinear control of the induction motor 

4.1 Feedback  linearization 
In order  to verify  the  feedback  lirearizability of the induction  motor 
state  equations  (2.1) no output  needs  to be defined  for the system. 

conditions (Ll) and (L2) to be satisfied  particularize in: 
Since n = 4 and m = 3, the  general  necessary and  sufficient 

(L I )  Mo (X) = sp { 91 (X), 92 (X),  g3 (x) } involutive and of constant 
rank; 
(L2) Mi  (X) = sp { 9, (X), [ f ,  gi ] (X) ,  i =1,2,3 ) has dimension 4. 
From 
191 392 I(x) = 0, g, 393 ](x) = - !&(X)> [ Cl2 ! 93 ](x) = g,(x) 

involutivity of  Mo follows.  Moreover, i t  is easy to verify that 

dim Mo(x) = 3,   VXEV := { XE R 1 x, # x, /oLs or 5 # x, loLs}  

so that (L l )  holds  in a neighborhood U of any x0 chosen  in the given 
VC IR4. Note that  this  subset of the  state-space is  contained in the 
one where  the  motor  torque T, (X)  = x2 x, - x1 x4 is  identically  zero. 
Next,  from 

4 

wl ds 

[P(O- l )  - a] l O L <  

w 

- a  

it  is  possible to  show  that dim Ml ( X )  = 4 on V, so that also  (L2) 
holds and therefore  the  system  is  feedback  linearizable. To derive  the 
structure of the  feedback  equivalent  linear  system,  the  controllability 
indices y , i = 1,2,3, associated to system (2.1) are  needed.  Since 

ro :=dim M, (x) = 3, rl :=dim M,(x) - dim  Mo(x) = 1 ,  
r,:=O, V k r 2 ,  

and being  the  controllability  indices  computed as K, := # { r, 1 rj 2 i , 
j = 0,1, ...} with K~ 2 K~ 2 ~3 [ g ] ,  i t  follows that 

K,=2,  K 2 = 1 ,  K = 1 .  3 

Hence,  there  exists  a  static  state-feedback u = a(x)+p(x)v and a 
state-space  change of coordinates z = Y(x), such that the closed-loop 
System assumes,  in the z-coordinates, the follou!ing  Brunovski 
controllable  canonical  form: 

c . -  
0 1  . .  0 . .7 

0 0 . .  

. . o .  
1 . .  

. . .  0 

. 1 .  

. . l  

z =   z +  v = AZ + BV 

. 

4.2  Selection of svstem outunts 
The above  canonical  form  results in  the  closed-loop  system once the 
proper  coordinates z have been selected. In particular, in  order to 
build  the  transformation "(x), three smooth functions T,(x),  i=l ,2,3, 
have to be  found in such a way that i n  V [17]: 

L LKT i (X )=O,   j =1 ,2 ,3 ,   O Ik IK i -2 ,   i =1 ,2 ,3 .  
9;  f 

1 

The  components '€',(X) of the  transfornlntion are then recovered as: 

yl  (x) = T, (x), Y,(x) = LtTl (x) ,  
'€',(X) = T2(x), Y4(x) = T3(x). 

For i = 1, K, = 2 and  therefore i t  must be 
L  T,(x) = 0, j = 1,2,3  (4.2) 

These conditions  have to be verified  for  all X E V. Since K~ = K~ = 1, 
no conditions  are  imposed to T ~ ( x )  and  T3(x). Moreover,  the Ti (x)'s 
can always be chosen in such a w a y  t h a t  the  matrix 

is nonsingular  in a neighborhood  of a given x0 chosen in V [17]. 
Depending on the  specific T2 ( X )  and T3 ( X )  used i n  (3.3), further 
singularities  may be  introduced in the control  scheme. In fact, the 
nonsingularity of  the above matrix  may not hold globally on the 
whole V. Equations  (4.2)  develop  into the following set of partial 
differential  equations (PDE's): 

aT1 3Tl 
ax, s ax3 

aT1  aT1 
ax2 s ax, 0, 

2 ax, 1 ax, 4 ax, - % 3x4 = O. 

JT,  dT1 (x,-oL x ) -  - ( x , -oL  x ) -  = o .  
s 2 axs s 1 ax, 

- + o L  - -  - 0, 

- + o L  - =  

aT,  aT, ?ITl aT, 
x -  - x  - + x  - 

The following  equation  is a consequence of the previous  system: 

in  which  at  least one of the  two  x-dependent  coefficients  is  nonzero. 
Note  that, in the  subregion  of v where both coefficients  are  nonzero, 
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the system of PDE’s  implies that T1 has to depend  explicitly  on  all 
four  components of the  state. In any  case,  the  above PDE’s, together 
with  the  nonsingularity  requirement  for  the  matrix in  (4.3), specify a 
set of transformation  functions which yields  exact  state  linearization. 
When  these  functions  are used as  outputs of the system,  the 
conditions  for full  linearization with input-output  decoupling  are 
clearly satisfied.  Even  though  it would be interesting to explore the 
nature of all the  solutions to (4.2), this goes beyond the  scope of the 
present  paper.  Here, i t  is  interesting to note  that neither of the 
following  three  functions of the state  satisfies (4.2): 
Tm = 5 x3 - x1  x4 

Is (x) = x1 + x2 os (x) = x3 + x4 
2 2 2  2 2 2  

Thus, the  motor  torque,  the  squared norm of  the  stator  current  and of 
the  stator flux, when  considered together,  do not  qualify  as a set  of 
outputs such  that  the  full  linearization  problem can be solved. This 
can  be expected also  from  physical  reasons.  Instead, a feasible and 
physically  meaningful  solution to (4.2) is found by choosing 

aT1 - = OL, (OL,  x1 - x3 ) 
ax1 

aT1 - = OL, (OL, x2 - x4 ), 
3x2 

Tl (x) =y [ - OLs  x11 + (x4 - OLs x2) 1 ’ 

so that the  following  function  is  obtained : 
1 2 2 

(4.4) 

This  function  is proportional  to  the  squared  norm of the  rotor  flux, 
or2(x), and can be conveniently  chosen  as a system  output. With this 
choice  for Tl(x), the  other  meaningful  state  functions  mentioned  in 
Section 2 can  be  used  to complete the set of outputs (and,  hence, of 
transforming  coordinates Y,(x)): 

T2 (x) = T, (x) 9 T3 (X) = x4. (4.5) 

Therefore, by defining  the  vector of system  outputs ;is 
y = h(x) = T(x), (4.6) 

full  linearization of the  system will  be ensured. 

4.3 Synthesis of  the  controller 
The  proper  application of nonlinear  control  techniques  leads  to  a 
transparent  two-stage  solution:  first, the control  problem  is  converted 
into  a set of linear  independent  single-input single-output  ones; then, 
the  controller  synthesis is completed using  any of the well-known 
control  techniques on the  linear  equivalent  system. 
A decoupling  and  fully linearizing  state-feedback  can be derived by 
direct  application of the  decoupling  algorithm. Using (4.6), from 
Lghl(x) = 0 , 

L  L hl(x) =[ P(1-O)(x3-OLsxl) P(1-0)(x4-oLsx2) 01 # 0 , 
g f  

Lg h2  (x) = [ (X2 - X4/OL,) (X3/0Ls - X1 ) 01 f 0 , 

Lgh3  (x) =[o 1 “3]*0,  

it  follows p1 = K~ -1 = 1, p2 = K2 -1 = 0, p3 = Kg -1 = 0. The 
decoupling  matrix  A(x)  is then: 

that  is  the  matrix (4.3) with h(x) i n  place of T(x). Its  detemlinant  is 

det A(x) = p(o-1) [ (x4 - oLSx2) + (x3 - oLSxl) ] / 04. (4.7) 
2 2 

Since p f 0 and 0 f 1, matrix A(x) is nonsingular  (condition (Dl)) if 
and only if X3 # 0 (nonzero  d-component of the  stator  flux) and 
hl(x) f 0 (nonzero  rotor flus). These  singularities define the  region 
of validity  of  the  proposed  controller. A transfer fro111 a given  steady- 
state  situation  to another  one should be made in such ;t way to avoid 
the crossing  of such  singularities i n  the state-space. However, if the 
controller  works  properly, i n  the  normal motor  operation  these 
singularities come never  into  play. 
From  the  above  derivation it  follows  immediately t h a t  

3 

x ( p i + l ) = 4 = n ,  

which  confirms  that the decoupling  state-feedback will also be a fully 
linearizing  one  (condition  (D2)).  This is obtained  specifying 

i= 1 

as 

0 

0 

1 - 
x3 

L h (X) = - (WXJ + CUSL,X~) . f 3  
A closer  look to the  resulting  controller  shows  the  presence of 
physically  interesting  terms  like the  squared  norm stator  current, 
ls2(X), and flux,OS2(x), and the scalar  product l s ( ~ ) d ) s ( ~ ) ;  note  that 
all of  these  quantities are independent  from the orientation of the 
reference frame  (d,q).  The  application of control  law (4.8) to system 
(2.1) with outputs (4.6) yields  a  closed-loop system which, i n  the 
new  coordinates z specified by 
Z1 = hl(X), z2 = L f 1  h (X), z3 = h2(X), z4 = h3(x), 

is  in  the  linear  controllable fornl(4.1) (see  also  Figure 1). 
The  control  synthesis  procedure  is  completed with the  design  of 
suitable  inputs v to be used  in (4.8) which, for convenience,  may  be 
rewritten as 

where 
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u, (Vi ,w,x)  = V, + w C, T,(x) + c2 IS(x)~O,(x) + c3 Is ( X )  + c4OS ( X )  , 

u2 (v,,w,x) = v2 + w cS Os ( X )  + cg Tm(x) + w l s ( ~ ) . ~ s ( ~ )  , 

&,(X) are elements of the A-' ( X )  matrix, and C! are constants including 
the machine  parameters. r o t e  that,  for each measurement of the state 
X and of W, a first estimate of the computations implied by (4.9)  is of 
29 products  and  19  sums. 
The  appealing  feature of the above  control  scheme is that the  design 
of the  vi , i=l  ,2,3.   can be  performsd  independently  for  each 
controlled  variable Yi ,  using  only  linear  techniques  such  as  pole 
placement, LQ optimal  control or eien root locus  compensation  and 
keeping  in mind the given linear equivalent representation (4.1) of the 
closed-loop  system. 
As already illustrated, the control problem ustully consists in: 
- regulating the motor torque to a wlue T, = T,,,,, ; 
- keeping  the  squared  norm of the ro:or flux (normalized W.r.t. 
M2/LF) at a desired  value. 0,,dGs2 , \\ hich  typically  is assumed  equal 
to the rated value; 
- aligning the d-axis of the reference frame M it11 the stator flux vector 
(i.e. constraining qqs = x4 = 0). 
The  simplest  choice  is to design a PD controller  for the rotor  flux 
output  and  proportional  ones  for  the  motor  torque  and  the q- 
component of the  stator  flux. .A; a result. the external  inputs V, in 
terms of the original state variables X, are given by: 

2 2 

2 

KP 2 2 2 2 
v j  = 2 (or,des - Or ( x ) )  - Y, (C8 L(x), Os@) + cg Is (x) + c,o Os (x)) 9 

v2 = K, (Tm,des - T,W ) 3 (4.10) 

v,=-K X 
9 4 '  

The  gains (K, , K, ), K, and K, may be  independently  adjusted to 
obtain the desired transient beha\.iour. 

5. Simulation  results 

The  proposed  control  approach has been tested on a high  power 
induction  motor, using as model  parameters: 
CI = 27.232 sec, p = 17.697 see, o = 0.064, L, = 0.1 79 H. 
The  rated  values of the  stator and rotor  fluxes are respectively  equal 
to 7.3 and 6.88 Visec while the maximum torque is  1000 Nm. 
A first set of simulation tests have been carried out supposing that the 
motor  parameters  are  exactly  known: the obtained  results  clearly 
confirm the decoupled  and  linear  nature of the closed-loop  system 
and,  moreover,  show  that a sampling  time of lms does  not  induce 
significative  errors. 
In  an  actual  drive  the  parameters of the machine  are  not  exactly 
known; in particular, parameters u and p are affected by large  drifts 
during  the  normal  motor  operation.  The  range of variation  for  these 
quantities  is  usually  in the order of 1 OR for CY and 50% for !$ In  this 
situation,  the  input-output  relation  between v and y is no  more 
exactly linear  and  decoupled. 
Simulation  runs  using  the  maximum  variations  for  the  parameters 
have  shown  the  robustness of the proposed  approach. In fact,  the 
simple  control  scheme (4.10) already gives Licceptable results  and the 
addition of an integral action leads to much  bet:er perfomlance.  Thus, 
a PID regulator  has  been used for the rotor flux and a PI one  for the 
q-component of the stator flux.  Simple proportional control w3as kept 
instead  for  the  torque;  generally, the reference signal for this variable 
is  imposed by an outer  loop closed around the load speed  and so the 
need of a high-precision  torque  control is somewhat  relaxed.  The 
controller  gains  chosen  for the tests are shown in Table 1 .  
With  these  choices the performances of the  complete  controller  are 
very satisfactoy; the maximum errors on the relevant variables after a 
step  change  in  the  desired  torque  from 100 to 1000 N rn are  reported 
in  Table 2 for a 1 0 8  higher valus of a and a SO% higher value  for p. 

The  peak  values and the percentage  deviations are all  \yell uithin  the 
acceptable  ranges. 
Figure 2 contains  the  time  evolutions of the state, i n p u t  and  output 
variables  for the case of a 5 0 5  variation of p w.r.t.  its  nominal 
value.  Note  that  the  relevant  variables  \+hich  are not directly 
controlled  (i.e. I s  and os) show a good beha\,iour. 

v3 + Tqs 

Figure 1 - Block diagram of input-output 
linear and decoupled relations 

Table  1 - PID gains used  in the presence of parameter variations 

*Or * OS A T m  A@qs 

Aala=O. 1 0.26 58 0.02 0.05 

I Ai3 @=OS I 0.15 I 0 . 0 0 3  I 2 0 0  I 0.27 

Table 2 - Maximum errors i n  the presence of parameter variations 

6 .  Conclusions 

It has  been  shown that the use of nonlinear  control  techniques based 
on the differential-geometric  approach  is  effective  for  solving the 
control  problem of induction  motors.  Exact  linearization  and  input- 
output  decoupling  is  possible by means of a static  nonlinear  state- 
feedback;  among the advantages, the easy m:mipulation and tuning of 
control  parameters  that  can  be  made  on the linear  side  should  be 
mentioned. 
Simulation  tests  indicate a robust  behaviour of the  proposed 
controller in the presence of the typical parameter uncertainties of the 
machine;  moreover,  reasonable  sampling  times  are  allowed so that 
the use of digital  signal  processors  is  feasible. 
A similar  approach  has  been  used very recently  in [18], where a 
different  definition of the motor  inputs  is assumed and no outputs  are 
explicitly defined. 
With  the  proposed  approach  it  is  possible to study  in a systematic 
way  different  motor  model  and/or  choices of input  and  output 
variables,  in  order  to  select  the  most  convenient  ones,  e.g.  for  the 
purpose of an actual  implementation. By  using  this  methodology, 
some  already  known  and  widely  used  control  techniques  for 
induction  motors,  like  field  oriented  control,  can be recasted in the 
proper theoretical perspective. 
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Figure 2 - Time evolution  of  relevant  variables  when AP / p = 0.5 
(a) controlled  outputs and stator flux 
(b) control  inputs and stator  current 

Scales: 
rotor flux ib, 
motor  torque T, 
q-comp. of stator flux (pss 
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q-comp.  of  stator  voltage Vqs 

slip angular  speed O, 
norm of stator  current I, 
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from 2000 to 2500 V 
from -1 2 to 1 2 radlsec 
from 0 to 350 A 
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